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1. Navigate to: http:/dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/Calculators.htm  NOTE:   This tool works best with Firefox or 
Chrome browsers.  

2. SELECT Cleanup Level Calculator 

3. Select Scenario.  Several options are given.  

 

4. If you have chosen a scenario other than migration to groundwater or groundwater, select the Precipitation 
Zone.  Otherwise, proceed to Step 5.  

 

5. Select CL Type- Use defaults if you have no site-specific information; select site-specific if you do. If you select 
site-specific, make sure the Chemical Info Type is set to “database hierarchy defaults” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Select Risk Output: Unless you have soil or water concentrations from a site and want to calculate cumulative 
risk at the same time as you’re calculating cleanup levels, select “no”. 

  

http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/Calculators.htm
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7. Select RfD/RfC Type: choose Chronic 

 

8. Select Individual Chemicals by name or CAS Number, using the arrow buttons as shown.  You can set the 
cursor inside the box, type the first few letters of the name or digits of the CAS number to select the compound you 
want.  Holding down control (Ctrl) key allows for individual selection of multiple compounds with your mouse, 
while the shift key allows for corresponding rows to be selected. Use the arrow buttons to add or remove chemicals 
by name or by CAS number in the selection box.  Checking the Or Select All box inserts all the chemicals in the 
selection box. 
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Scroll 

 

9. Number of Extra Chemicals:  If you select “test chemical” in step 8, you can enter data for a chemical not 
found in the list. Users can calculate cleanup levels for up to 13 non-listed chemicals at a time. In the dropdown box 
enter here the number of chemicals you wish to add to calculate cleanup levels. (See “Inputting Information for 
Added Chemicals, below.) 

 

 

 

10. Include Metadata: Select “yes” if you want additional outputs giving details about the toxicity of the selected 
chemicals (e.g. target organs, critical effects, etc.). 

 

11. Hit Retrieve. If you did not choose the option to enter site-specific data, you will see the default parameters 
used to calculate, and the cleanup levels for the compound, for the category selected.   At the very top of the page, 
you will see two options for downloading the results: 1) Output to Spreadsheet and 2) Output to PDF.  

    
You can also view the results on this page. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and use the horizontal scroll bar 
to view the results.  The final cleanup level will be shown at the end (far right).   
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Developing Site Specific Cleanup Levels using Site Specific Data.  

If you choose to enter site-specific data to propose a cleanup level under method 3, please review Section 7.0 of the 
Procedures for Calculating Cleanup Levels to see what values can be entered to calculated site specific values.  All 
site-specific information entered must be reviewed and approved by the DEC project manager for how it was 
collected and its representativeness in your proposal for method 3 cleanup levels.   

 
If you have completed steps 1 – 10 and have chosen site-specific in step 3, then step 11 will bring you to the User-
Provided Inputs page.  After you enter site-specific information, hit Retrieve at the bottom of the page.   This will 
provide you with a list of all the inputs, including site-specific inputs you entered, along with the risk-based cleanup 
levels at the bottom of the page. At the very top of the page, you will see two options for downloading the results: 
1) Output to Spreadsheet and 2) Output to PDF.  

 
Inputting Information for added Chemicals. If you choose this option, you will be asked for a variety of 
chemical specific information including toxicity values.  Review these parameters in the appendix tables in 
Procedures for Calculating Cleanup Levels.  You are strongly encouraged to consult DEC technical support staff 
for assistance with this option.    

http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/guidance_forms/docs/PCCL%20Sept%2015,%202016%20Final.pdf
http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/guidance_forms/docs/PCCL%20Sept%2015,%202016%20Final.pdf
http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/guidance_forms/docs/PCCL%20Sept%2015,%202016%20Final.pdf

